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Japanese companies, success of, over US rivals 68
Japanese consumer electronics market 58
Japanese rivals to Xerox 66
joint value creation 181
key leverage points
  cost reduction and quality 116
  earnings-oriented sales 116
  optimization 116
  tied-up assets, reduction 116
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knowledge
  acquisition 102
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knowledge assets 64, 101
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knowledge-based business 78
knowledge-driven industries 149
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law of diminishing returns 73
law of increasing returns 73, 92, 152
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Law of Nemesis, of economists 57
leveraging internal resources 151–5
leveraging resources across markets 35, 72–5
life cycle frameworks 26
life cycle of product 47
light bulbs 75
Lightings Systems business unit
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light trucks, for transport in US 45
limitations of the study 203–4
listening to customer, case-study evidence 148–9
local rivalry 48
logistical risks, outsourcing to suppliers
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long-range price wars 156
low-growth markets 50
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  ground transport 83
magnetic levitation (Mag-Lev) train 124
magnetic resonance systems 148
managerial control, boundaries of 94
market expansion 47
market growth share matrices 26, 30
market power and profitability 46
market share 48, 50
market space, new
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Marks & Spencer, competition with banks
  customer financial services 70
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dolls’ interdependence 203
maturity of industry life cycle 47–8
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media industry 167
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  computer-aided diagnosis 124
  computer technology 124
microelectronics 142
Microsoft
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  customer testing 96
middle management 8
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mobile phone games, partnerships 156
mobile phones 151
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modernity 33
monopoly rents 52, 55
motorcycles (BMW), Bayerische Motorenwerke 81
Motorola 97
multidimensional performance objectives 78, 159–60
multinational software firms 51
multiple alternatives 90
  precondition for dissent 91
multiple frames of reference 201
multi-service companies 125
music industry
  performers’ biographies 94
negation of sense of progress 40–41
Nestlé, US coffee market 81
networks of knowledge 141
new market space, creation of 164–7
New York Stock Exchange listing 118
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nuclear power plants 151
numerator management 65
objective determining 19
official company press releases 112
old paradigms, defying ‘shock therapy’ 173–4
online auctions 164
online business 178
operational effectiveness 57
operational management and strategy making 35
opportunities and threats 35
opportunities, emerging 65
optical networks 197
organizational knowledge 64
organizational sociology 9
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participant observation workshop 111, 148
passenger cars for transport 45
past successes and future adversity 59
‘patching’, re-mapping of businesses changing market opportunities 97–8
patent applications 165
path-dependent behavioral patterns 172
PayPal, settlement services on Internet 56
perfect competition 55, 89
performance yardstick (value-added) 197
personal computer industries 79
personal development targets 176
personnel management 199
perspectives of reality 201
pharmaceutical industry 93, 170
global industry 45
philosophy of science, constructionist 33
philosophy of science, positivist 26
physical distribution cost 86
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political structures 167
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portfolio management 173, 197, 199
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profitability growth 117
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power generation 167
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